
Samsung Interactive products offer leading edge 
features that enable end users to customise and build 
the right solution; with options to utilise the inbuilt 
OS, plug-in the optional android box, and access the 
educational app store.

This variety of options enables end users to benefit from as rich 
or as simple functionality as they require. Samsung has also 
focused on the end-end experience for deployment in a real-world 
environment. Additionally, the System on Chip (SoC) is unique as 
it allows complete management and control over a network and 
screens can be easily adapted for digital signage purposes.

SAMSUNG DM65E-BC
65” LED Interactive PCAP 
Touch Display, 1920x1080

SAMSUNG DM65E-BR
65” LED Interactive IR Touch 

Display, 1920x1080

WELCOME TO 

SAMSUNG  
INTERACTIVE!

We recommend…

FACT

The World Wide 
touchscreen display 

market is growing

10x faster
than the overall 
display market1

 [1] http://crystal-display.com/touchscreen-market-growing-10-times-faster-than-other-displays.
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A MORE COLLABORATIVE 
MEETING ROOM

Share ideas quickly and easily, 
thanks to an all-in-one solution 
built with everything presenters 

need to craft enthralling 
business presentations.

ENCOURAGE 
COLLABORATION

Encourage students to interact and 
collaborate with each other, thanks 
to a range of pre-installed, intuitive, 

easy-to-use tools and a deep, 
rewarding user interface. As well as 

the embedded MagicIWB S2 and 
Airscreen software, each display 

includes a Pen and Tray and all the 
essential external ports for sharing 

information to the room.

UNPARALLELED 
PICTURE QUALITY

Unlike traditional, projection-based 
Smart Boards, Samsung’s Interactive 

Display boasts an LED screen with 
5,000:1 Contrast Ratio for deeper 

blacks and brighter whites, and an 
Anti-glare Touch Overlay for crystal 

clear viewing.

TAILORED FOR 
THE CLASSROOM

No matter what size your classroom, 
there’s a Samsung Interactive Display 

that fits. And with their rounded 
edges and tempered safety glass, 
your classroom will stay accident 

free - all while offering unparalleled 
picture quality and a range of 

different input options to suit the 
needs of your students.

MAXIMISE ROI 
IN THE OFFICE

Increase employee engagement, 
cut down on meeting times and 

eliminate the need for printouts. And 
when not in meetings, the display 

functions just as well as digital 
signage for your business.

STREAMLINE 
DEPARTMENT RESOURCES

Cut down on print outs and 
encourage more adaptive lessons, by 

getting teachers and students alike 
into the habit of sharing their work 

with the group on-screen. And when 
not in use, the displays can be used 
as digital signage for school-wide 

announcements.

COMPELLING, INTERACTIVE PRESENTATIONS START HERE...

Samsung Interactive E-Boards

A NEW WAY TO LEAD LESSONS...

Model No. Part Code Size Resolution Brightness cd/m2 Usage Internal Storage VESA Mount

Samsung IR

LH65DMERTBC/EN SMDM65EBR 65" FHD 380 24/7 8gb 400x400

LH75DMERTBC/EN SMDM75EBR 75" FHD 380 24/7 8gb 400x400

LH82DMERTBC/EN SMDM82EBR 82" FHD 430 24/7 8gb 600x400

LH85QMDRTBC/EN SMQM85DBR 85" UHD 4K 430 24/7 None 600x400

Samsung PCAP

LH32PMFXTBC/EN SMPM32FBC 32" FHD 400 24/7 8gb (Tizen OS) 200x200

LH55PMFXTBC/EN SMPM55FBC 55" FHD 500 24/7 8gb (Tizen OS) 400x400

LH65DMEXTBC/EN SMDM65EBC 65" FHD 380 24/7 8gb 400x400

OUR E   PERTISE IS YOUR ADVANTAGE

Call our Samsung specialist Chris Bloxsome  
for more information on 01379 649236  
or email christopher.bloxsome@midwich.com

All screens have 10 Touch Points (2 Touch Points SoC) and can be installed in portrait mode.

Corporate & Public Sector

Education
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